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Beyond Olin: From Algorithms to Aeneas
By John Pyles
Life for a physics major is filled
mind. I often wondered how one man
with numbers and Greek letters. In an
could survive in the Earth's core (i.e. the
area of study where laws govern
Great Greek Underworld described in
experiments and fact rules over fiction,
Book VI). S urely the heat would melt
partaking in a Roman history class
him
instantaneously.
Another
seemed out of the question. On the other
perplexing aspect remains his ability to
hand, attending a liberal arts college
carry is father over his shoulder while
means broadening one's horizons. The
holding a bag of statues. Aeneas had
curiosity overtook my science-oriented
many gods and the statues were of a
mind and I decided to enlist. With the
metallic composition, the bag must have
limited knowledge that Rome was nol
had a weight difficult for a human to
built in a day, I began my journey into
carry. Also, with his father on his back,
the realm of classics.
Aeneas must have found it difficult to
Just as Pious Aeneas had done
move. Yet, he walked the four flights of
ages before, I set out from the friendly
stairs in Fellows Hall to found the new
confines of home. Bringing with the
society. To test this theory, I place my
trusty hearth gods from my former home
physics books into my bag and attempt
(the messenger god T I-86, Maple god of
to make the journey. Although I am
math, and Quanta god of reality, I
successful, the task leaves me weak and
reached my destination in Fellows Hall.
wary. This leaves doubts as to if Aeneas
To my astonishment, the natives that
could have made the same journey. If he
inhabited this once glorious building had
was able to complete this arduous task,
vast knowledge and a kindred spirit
he had to have been superhuman.
reminiscent of Ancient Rome. With new
When the ti me came to return to
toweri ng
science buildings being
O lin and report my experience, I felt that
constructed over their home, their faith
I gained new insights that made me a
in humanities was not lost.
Unlike
better student. Leaving this wonderful
Aeneas, this journey was not to found
world was without a doubt a difficult
the new O lin or to "scientize" campus,
decision. For a semester I got to see
but to learn from an ancient society
Greek letters being used in words and
whose ideas remain in tact after 2000
ideas rather than angles and wave
years. Their fearless leader, Dr. Frondus
functions. To me, the letters symbolized
Augustus Romulus, told of their ancient
nothing more than an unknown in an
past. Great feats of construction and
equation, but to this society in Fellows
intellect prevailed. He told stories of
Hall, it represents an entire language.
constructing the Coliseum and read from
By
experiencing
this
realm
in
the literary works of Virgil. He told of
humanities, I brought back a greater
Aeneas and how noble soldiers spared
appreciation for art and architecture and
the defeated. Yet the stories of th is
learned that columns o n buildings can
society still presented me with some
convey meanings I had never thought of
controversial issues.
before.
Their trusty spirit guide Aeneas
presents many troubles to the scienti fie

